This paper proposes a new hybrid approach of directional and positional features for on-line one stroke cursive character recognition based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm. In our camera based user interface, user inputs various kinds of characters including Chinese characters by moving fingertip. All strokes of the character are connected, so our recognizer is designed for one stroke cursive character recognition. A quadratic curve equation for local distance measure is employed in DTW to improve the robustness of the classifier especially for complicated characters. By reconstructing positional feature from directional feature, only directional vectors are needed to be recorded. Thus the template file size can be reduced a lot. As the template size is small (about 300K including Chinese characters) and the templates can be easily customized by user, the recognizer is suitable for hand-held devices. The efficiency of our approach is demonstrated by the promising experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
On-line handwriting character recognition has been researched for more than 40 years. It provides a natural and convenient way for human-machine interaction. By employing a certain kind of on-line handwriting recognition technology, a handwriting input device, such as personal digital assistant (PDA), electronic tablet, or camera, can record and then convert the trajectories of a pen tip or a fingertip to machine characters when people writing on them. Compared with off-line character recognition, on-line character recognition can provide good interaction and adaptation capability because the writer can correct errors at real time and can customize his own writing style. The state of the art of on-line handwriting recognition methods and the problem field in general is given in a survey [1] , and the state of the art of on-line Chinese character recognition is described in a recent paper [2] .
In this paper, we propose an on-line one stroke cursive character recognition method using combination of directional and positional features. There are several papers [3] [4] [5] described their recognition method based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [7] . They used different feature extractions and dissimilarity measures. Both of them can affect the accuracy of the recognition results directly. In this paper, the experimental results show the importance of the feature extraction and the efficiency when directional and positional feature are combined using a selecting strategy. In order to be applied in our camera based user interface, the classifier is designed for one stroke characters. Each Chinese or English character's strokes are connected when performing the stroke correspondence matching. Due to one cursive stroke but not several strokes correspondence matching, the recognizer is stroke number free and can recognize some terribly distorted characters even some strokes omitted. It is partly because that the recognizer is not affected by errors of the classification of separated strokes. In addition, the template size is small owes to two reasons: only directional vectors are recorded and our classifier can provide good classification ability with comparatively small number of templates.
OUR CAMERA BASED USER INTERFACE
In our camera based user interface, user inputs various kinds of characters including Chinese characters by moving fingertip. The system can figure out the location of user's fingertip when it is moving. By some special actions defined as start and end points, user can write one stroke characters as the system records the trajectories of the user's fingertip by connecting each fingertip point recognized in each frame. A typical one stroke character "E" written by user's fingertip is shown in Fig. 1. 
FEATURE SELECTION AND EXTRACTION
We choose the writing direction as the main feature of strokes of handwritten characters. When constructing templates for handwritten characters, only directional vectors are needed to be recorded. The positional feature vectors are dynamically regenerated from the directional vectors at run-time.
Normalized discrete directional feature (NDDF)
In our recognition system, templates are presented by strings of normalized discrete directional angle values. The angle value is demonstrated in Fig.2 (a). It stands for the writing direction at an extracted feature point of a handwritten character's stroke. The value is an integer ranged from 0 to 255 linearly mapped from 0 o to 359 o for consideration of precision and storage problem. In section 5, the experimental results show higher precision angle value can provide higher recognition rate. But this depends on sampling distance of feature points. We use a constant d for sampling distance, which is shown in Fig.2(b) . 
Sampling positional feature based on NDDF
There is no positional feature stored in our templates. But as the sampling distance is a constant, we can reconstruct the characters' figure in templates by:
where i is the directional angle value of the i-th feature point, d is the sampling distance. The starting point's coordinates are initialized to 0 before computing the position of the points after it. After calculated every point's coordinates by (1) and (2), the starting point's coordinates could be figured out by (3) and (4). MinX and MinY are the minimal values of all x and y values.
Then the coordinates of points after the starting point are reconstructed by using (1) and (2) again. Fig.3 shows a reconstruction result. From the reconstructed character, the positional feature points can be sampled along the stroke. By using this reconstruction technique, the size of template files can be reduced without loss of recognition accuracy.
DTW BASED CLASSIFIER DESIGN
The classifier used in our work is based on prototype matching by DTW. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) rule [6] is used as a decision criterion. When performing the directional feature matching by DTW, the local distance is calculated by a quadratic curve equation ( Eq. (5) is based on squared Euclidian distance but with enhanced robustness for complicated characters such as Chinese characters.
Since only directional feature can not present all features of a character, positional feature is combined in our classifier. Some papers described the combination of multi-features when using DTW [3] [4] . Some use only positional feature [5] . We use positional feature only for fine classification. After directional feature matching by DTW is performed, all the characters that can be written in a similar stroke order congregated in front of the candidates queue. A generic situation is shown in Fig. 4 . From the observation of such generic situation, we employed the following strategy to select the congregated candidates to perform fine classification:
where G is the selected set of candidates, Ci is the i-th candidates, D k is the global distance of the k-th candidates,
When the set of candidates by (7) is selected, a combined score of each candidate in this set is calculated by: Stotal = Sdir + × Spos (8) where Sdir is the global directional distance of the candidate, Spos is the global positional distance, is a constant value chosen by experiments. Each point's coordinates are mapped to a 16×16 grid by linear normalization before positional feature DTW matching.
All the candidates in the set G are rearranged in ascendant order by Stotal. The first candidate is found as the recognition result.
By using this selecting strategy, the recognition speed can be improved as the positional feature matching is time consuming. Besides, the recognition rate is also found improved in experiments for recognition of uppercase English letters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We collected 75 sets of uppercase English letters by different individuals using our camera user interface. Each set consists of 26 different uppercase English letters. As for lowercase letters, 69 sets collected in the same way are used in our experiments. Some samples among them are illustrated in Fig. 5 . All these collected sets are used as test sets.
We use the templates constructed by hand to test the efficiency of English character recognition. The uppercase letter template consists of 151 prototypes; lowercase letter template consists of 258 prototypes. The size of the template file is 3.86K and 4.88K respectively. In the first experiment, we tested how the precision of angle value affect the recognition results. Experimental results in Table 1 illustrate higher precision angle value can provide higher accuracy. Another experiment compared different strategy and feature matching. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that directional feature is better than positional feature when recognizing uppercase letters while positional feature is better for lowercase letters. This is because more lowercase letters have similar stroke direction such as "a", "d" and "q", directional feature can hardly classify them. The results also display that the combination of these two features is a success. The recognition rate of lowercase letters raised by more than 10% after directional and positional feature are combined. Our selecting strategy improved not only recognition speed (raised about 6 times) and also recognition rate for uppercase letters. Some correctly and incorrectly classified uppercase letters are shown in Fig. 6 . We also compared our modified distance measure by eq. (5) and conventional Euclidian distance when performing directional feature matching. From Table 2 and 3, the recognition rates raise 0.1% for uppercase letters and 1.3% for Chinese characters. This display our local distance measure provides more robustness for complicated characters. The recognition rates in Table 3 are not exciting due to several reasons: all handwritten Chinese characters (testing data and training data) are stroke number and stroke order free but our recognition method is not stroke order free; only one set is used to generate prototypes; we didn't get rid of any error sample in the testing and training data. And all characters are stroke-connected and some testing sets are not well written. Some samples in the test sets are illustrated in Fig. 7 . However, our classifier can recognize some terribly distorted characters even some strokes omitted. The cursive style characters in Fig. 8 can be correctly recognized by our classifier and the corresponding prototypes are given below them.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an on-line one stroke cursive character recognition approach which uses a combination method of directional and positional features. Besides, our given local distance measure in directional vector matching by DTW is compared with conventional measure. We also proposed an approach that using only directional vectors to present both the directional and positional features. Thus, the size of templates can be reduced. The experimental results proved the efficiency of our proposed combination method. Although the characters collected by our camera user interface are not well written, the recognition results for such kind of cursive English letters are encouraging. In future work, we are going to employ some off-line recognition method to solve the stroke order problem and improve the efficiency of recognition for one stroke cursive Chinese characters.
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